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Abstract—Semantic communications are expected to become
the core new paradigms of the sixth generation (6G) wireless
networks. Most existing works implicitly utilize channel infor-
mation for codecs training, which leads to poor communications
when channel type or statistical characteristics change. To tackle
this issue posed by various channels, a novel channel-transferable
semantic communications (CT-SemCom) framework is proposed,
which adapts the codecs learned on one type of channel to other
types of channels. Furthermore, integrating the proposed frame-
work and the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing systems
integrating non-orthogonal multiple access technologies, i.e.,
OFDM-NOMA systems, a power allocation problem to realize the
transfer from additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels to
multi-subcarrier Rayleigh fading channels is formulated. We then
design a semantics-similar dual transformation (SSDT) algorithm
to derive analytical solutions with low complexity. Simulation
results show that the proposed CT-SemCom framework with
SSDT algorithm significantly outperforms the existing work w.r.t.
channel transferability, e.g., the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
of image transmission improves by 4.2− 7.3 dB under different
variances of Rayleigh fading channels.

Index Terms—semantic communications, channel-transferable,
OFDM-NOMA systems, power allocation, image transmission

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the emergence of a large number of intelligent
applications in the sixth generation (6G) wireless

communications [1], traditional communication systems are
facing severe challenges and in desperate need of new break-
throughs. To address the challenges, semantic communications
are considered to be efficient and promising technologies
due to their concise properties [2]. Semantic communications,
which focus on information connotation, aim to extract the
semantic features of information for transmission and recover
the information from the received semantic features. Thanks
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to the development of artificial intelligence (AI) and deep
learning (DL), it has become possible to realize efficient
semantic feature extraction for semantic communications.

In recent years, semantic communications have attracted
widespread interest and yielded promising results, among
which joint source-channel coding (JSCC) is considered as a
key technology [3], [4]. Typically, a pair of DL-enabled codecs
are deployed at the transceivers to generate continuously-
valued symbols for analog transmission. In this end-to-end
training, source coding and channel coding are no longer
separated, and channel characteristics are introduced into the
training process [5]. However, in existing works including
audio transmission [6], image transmission [5], multi-task
semantic communications [7], etc., the designs of codec neural
network (NN) architecture are focused on. However, the fading
channels, which are randomly generated based on the set
statistical characteristics, are implicit in the training process.
These works exploit channel fading by implicitly training,
which we call CF-train. The CF-train scheme presents obvious
disadvantages when applied to 6G applications, where differ-
ent sets of parameters need to be trained and stored in smart
devices for different fading channels. Nevertheless, channel
fading is diverse, and excessive training is not advisable.
Therefore, it is important to solve the transfer problem between
different channels for semantic communications.

Meanwhile, the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
systems integrating non-orthogonal multiple access technol-
ogy, i.e., the OFDM-NOMA systems, are recognized as the
outstanding multiple access candidates for 6G networks [8].
Hence the combination of NOMA and semantic communica-
tions attracts attention. [9] proposes an asymmetric quantizer
to discretize the continuous-valued semantic features for in-
telligent multi-user detection. In [10], a semi-NOMA method
is presented for semantic information multiple access trans-
mission. However, these works ignore the problem of codecs
failure caused by channel type changes. In this letter, we
propose a channel-transferable semantic communications (CT-
SemCom) framework for multi-user OFDM-NOMA systems.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to address
channel transfer problem in semantic communications. The
main contributions are summarized as follows:

• A novel CT-SemCom framework is proposed to eliminate
the excessive training on various fading channels, which
is ignored in existing semantic communications. The
proposed CT-SemCom framework is first integrated with
the multi-user OFDM-NOMA systems.

• A semantic transmission-oriented power allocation prob-
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Fig. 1. Channel-transferable semantic communications framework.

lem is formulated for the OFDM-NOMA systems to
realize the transfer from additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channels to multi-subcarrier fading channels. To
reduce the complexity, a semantics-similar dual transfor-
mation (SSDT) algorithm is proposed to obtain analytical
solutions of power allocation.

• Simulation results show the excellent performance of the
proposed framework and the SSDT algorithm in channel
transferability. Compared with the existing framework,
an excess of 4.2− 7.3 dB with respect to peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) is achieved under different variances
of Rayleigh fading channels.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the CT-SemCom framework. Section III formulates
the power allocation problem for the multi-user OFDM-
NOMA systems. Section IV proposes the SSDT algorithm
with complexity analysis. Section V evaluates the performance
of the proposed framework and the SSDT algorithm. Finally,
Section VI draws the conclusion.

II. CHANNEL-TRANSFERABLE SEMANTIC
COMMUNICATIONS FRAMEWORK

In our proposed CT-SemCom framework, the parameters of
codecs learned on one type of channel are expected to apply
on other channels. As shown in Fig. 1, the transfer of different
channels can be realized by processing the transmitted signals
and received signals with new channel information integrated,
where the details are described as follows.

The proposed framework consists of two procedures, i.e.,
the training process and the testing process. Firstly, JSCC
technology is utilized in the codecs training process. Semantic
features are extracted from the input messages M by joint
source-channel (JSC) encoder θE , and the transmitted signals
are generated, which are expressed as T = θE(M). Then via
type Ca channel, the received signals Y are input to the JSC
decoder ϕD for message reconstructions, which are denoted
by M̂ = ϕD(Y). The encoder θE and decoder ϕD are trained
to minimize the loss function

L(θE , ϕD) = ∥M̂−M∥22, (1)

and then the optimized parameters for type Ca channel will
be obtained, which are denoted by Γ∗ = [θ∗E , ϕ

∗
D].

Furthermore, for the testing process of the proposed CT-
SemCom framework, the set of optimized parameters Γ∗

is deployed to assist signal processing as a fixed semantic
encoding and decoding method. When the type of channel
transfers from Ca to Cb, the transmitted signals and received

signals are processed as Tnew = ft(T, Cb) and Ynew =
fr(Y

c, Cb), respectively, to ensure the quality of semantic
communications. To adapt the received signals Ynew to the
trained parameters Γ∗, Ynew are expected to be as equal to
Y as possible. Ultimately, the objective of the CT-SemCom
framework is to minimize the error between the received
signals Ynew and Y, which can be formulated as

min ∥Ynew −Y∥22. (2)

The proposed CT-SemCom framework can integrate other
existing communication systems with different channels to
demonstrate its advantages. Next, the integration with OFDM-
NOMA systems and the corresponding implementation of
channel transfer are detailed.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. OFDM-NOMA System Model Integrated with CT-SemCom

This letter considers the uplink OFDM-NOMA systems
integrated with the proposed CT-SemCom framework, in
which the signal processing ft and fr is specifically designed
to realize the transfer from the AWGN channel to multi-
subcarrier fading channels. That is, the optimized parameters
are obtained by training on the AWGN channel first, and then
utilized on fading channels. As shown in Fig. 2, multiple
non-orthogonal users denoted by N = {1, 2, · · ·, N} transmit
images to the base station (BS). Each user is deployed with a
JSC encoder, while the BS is deployed with a JSC decoder.
Thus, N encoders and a single decoder are comprised in
the OFDM-NOMA semantic communications systems. While
providing services for U users, this system will allocate them
into U/N groups, and the signals between each group remain
non-interfering. Specifically, the NN architecture1 of the JSC
codecs refers to an attention mechanism-based JSCC NN
architecture in [11] to adapt to different noise levels.

The semantic features extracted from the transmitted image
Mn of user n by JSC encoder θEn

are denoted by Xn =
θEn(Mn) ∈ CL×K , where K is the number of subcarriers, L
is the number of OFDM-NOMA symbols, and a single symbol
carries K features for transmission. xn,l,k ∈ Xn denotes the
feature of user n at the k-th subcarrier of the l-th OFDM-
NOMA symbol. Then the semantic features Xn,l of each
user’s OFDM-NOMA symbol at all subcarriers are normalized
to transmitted signals Tn,l, which are subject to each user’s
own average power constraint Pn, and represented as

Tn,l =

√
Pn

∥Xn,l∥2
Xn,l ∈ CK . (3)

Via the AWGN channel, the received multi-user superim-
posed signals at BS can be expressed as

Y =
∑N

n=1
Tn +W ∈ CL×K , (4)

where Tn = {Tn,1, · · ·,Tn,L}, W ∈ CL×K denotes noise
matrix, the element of which is independent and identically
distributed complex Gaussian noise term with variance σ2

e , and

1Note that the same NN architecture is employed on both the proposed
CT-SemCom framework and the CF-train scheme.
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Fig. 2. Multi-user OFDM-NOMA systems integrated with CT-SemCom framework.

is denoted by wl,k ∼ CN (0, σ2
e ). Then the JSC decoder ϕD de-

ployed at receiver BS reconstructs the received superimposed
signals Y into the transmitted images, which are indicated as
M̂ = ϕD(Y) ∈ CL×K×N , where M̂ = [M̂1, M̂2, · · ·, M̂N ] is
the concatenation of all users’ reconstructed images. The loss
function is defined as

L(θE1
, · · ·, θEN

, ϕD) =
∑N

n=1

(
∥M̂n −Mn∥22

)
, (5)

and the optimized parameters obtained through training are
denoted by Γ∗ = [θ∗E1

, · · ·, θ∗EN
, ϕ∗

D].
While applying (or testing) the optimized parameters Γ∗

on the multi-subcarrier fading channels, the signal processing
ft(·) specifically refers to power allocation in this OFDM-
NOMA system. The power allocation function ft(·) is de-
signed to adapt Tn to the new channel, hence the newly
transmitted signals are denoted by

Tnew
n = ft(Tn,H), (6)

where Tnew
n = {Tnew

n,1, · · ·,Tnew
n,L}, H = [H1,H2, · · ·,HN ] ∈

CL×K×N is channel fading coefficients matrix, each element
of which obeys Rayleigh distribution with variance σ2

f . Next,
the received superimposed signals Yc are processed to get the
new input of decoder ϕD, which are expressed as

Ynew = fr(Y
c) = fr(

∑N

n=1
HnT

new
n +Wnew), (7)

where the element wnew
l,k of Wnew has the same distribution

as wl,k ∈ W, and is denoted by wnew
l,k ∼ CN (0, σ2

e ). The
average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of user n is defined as
SNRn = 10log10

Pn

σ2
e

dB to reflect the noise level at BS.

B. Semantic Transmission-Oriented Power Allocation Prob-
lem Formulation

For the OFDM-NOMA system integrated with the proposed
CT-SemCom framework, the objective is to minimize d0 =
∥Ynew−Y∥22. To further clarify the power allocation problem,
we expand the real and imaginary parts of complex signals
and channels, which are summarized in Table I. Therefore,
function ft(·) in (6) is re-expressed as

tnew
n,l,k = tr

n,l,kp
r
n,l,k + iti

n,l,kp
i
n,l,k ∈ Tnew

n , (8)

where prn,l,k and pin,l,k are the results of power allocation
towards trn,l,k and tin,l,k, respectively. A power factor α is

TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Matrix Element Matrix Element
Tn tn,l,k= tr

n,l,k+iti
n,l,k W wl,k=wr

l,k+iwi
l,k

Tnew
n tnew

n,l,k= tnewr
n,l,k+itnewi

n,l,k Wnew wnew
l,k =wnewr

l,k +iwnewi
l,k

Y yl,k=yr
l,k+iyi

l,k Yc yc
l,k=ycr

l,k+iyci
l,k

Ynew ynew
l,k =ynewr

l,k +iynewi
l,k Hn hn,l,k=hr

n,l,k+ihi
n,l,k

defined for the function fr(·) in (7), which is used to adjust
the signal amplitude at the receiver BS and re-expressed as
ynew
l,k = αyc

l,k. The objective function d0 is re-expressed as

d1 =
∑L

l=1

∑K
k=1

(
|ynewl,k −yl,k|2

)
=
∑L

l=1

∑K
k=1

((
αycrl,k−yr

l,k

)2
+
(
αycil,k−yi

l,k

)2)
,

(9)

where yr
l,k =

∑N
n=1 t

r
n,l,k + wr

l,k, yi
l,k =

∑N
n=1 t

i
n,l,k + wi

l,k,

ycrl,k =
∑N

n=1

(
trn,l,kp

r
n,l,kh

r
n,l,k− tin,l,kp

i
n,l,kh

i
n,l,k

)
+ wnewr

l,k ,

and ycil,k=
∑N

n=1

(
trn,l,kp

r
n,l,kh

i
n,l,k+tin,l,kp

i
n,l,kh

r
n,l,k

)
+wnewi

l,k .
To sum up, the channel-transferable power allocation prob-

lem for the OFDM-NOMA systems is formulated as

(P1) min
pr
n,l,k,p

i
n,l,k,α

d1

s.t. C1 : 1K
K∑

k=1

((
trn,l,kp

r
n,l,k

)2
+
(
tin,l,kp

i
n,l,k

)2)
≤Pn,

∀n ∈ N ,∀l ∈ L,
(10)

where Pn
1 denotes the maximum average transmission power

of user n at all subcarriers of each OFDM-NOMA symbol.
Constraint C1 ensures that the transmission power is limited.

IV. SSDT ALGORITHM DESIGN WITH LOW COMPLEXITY
FOR ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS TO POWER ALLOCATION

A. Analysis of Problem (P1) and Iterative Algorithm

The noise term wl,k and wnew
l,k of d1 in (9) need to be

preprocessed according to their distribution. Then the new

1Note that the transmission power is normalized to Pn during the training
process, i.e., ∥Tn,l∥22 = Pn. Besides, the transmission power does not exceed
Pn after process ft(·) when testing on fading channel, i.e., ∥Tnew

n,l∥
2
2 ≤ Pn.
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objective d2 is derived as

d2=
L∑

l=1

K∑
k=1

E

(
α
(
ẏcrl,k+wnewr

l,k

)
−
(
ẏrl,k+wr

l,k

))2
+
(
α
(
ẏcil,k+wnewi

l,k

)
−
(
ẏil,k+wi

l,k

))2



=
L∑

l=1

K∑
k=1

((
αẏcrl,k−ẏrl,k

)2
+
(
αẏcil,k−ẏil,k

)2
+2
(
α2+1

)
σ2

e

)
,

(11)

where ẏ are the non-noise terms of corresponding y, for
example, ycrl,k = ẏcrl,k + wnewr

l,k , E(·) denotes mathematical
expectation. Then problem (P1) is equivalently translated to

(P2) min
pr
n,l,k,p

i
n,l,k,α

d2

s.t. C1.
(12)

It can be seen that problem (P2) is a quadratically constrained
quadratic programming (QCQP) problem when α is fixed,
which can be solved by the interior point method [12]. When
prn,l,k and pin,l,k are fixed, the optimal α is obtained by ∂d2

∂α =
0. Thus, the solutions to problem (P2) are obtained through
finite iterations between the power allocation and the power
factor. The complexity of the interior point method is approx-
imately O

(
L(2NK)3

)
. Thus the complexity of this iterative

algorithm for problem (P2) is O
(
Imax

(
L(2NK)3 + 1

))
,

where Imax is the maximum iteration number.

B. SSDT Algorithm

Problem (P2) is not conducive to the communications of
massive devices since the complexity of the interior point
method grows cubically with the dimension of variables.
With this fact in mind, we perform semantics-similar dual
transformation (SSDT) on problem (P2), i.e., exchange the
objective and constraints while ensuring semantic transmission
performance. The SSDT algorithm reduces the complexity
by deriving analytical solutions to the transformed problem,
which is detailed as follows: It can be seen from (11) that the
power factor α affects both PSNR and transmission power.
When the power constraint C1 is not considered, the first two
square terms in (11) are optimized to zero. The smaller α
is, the smaller the objective function d2 is, and the better
PSNR performance can be achieved. As α becomes smaller,
the transmission power must become larger to minimize the
first two square terms. To not violate the power constraint C1,
α can not be infinitesimal. Since the square terms are important
parts affecting PSNR, α is expected to be the smallest under
the premise that the power does not exceed the constraint.

Therefore, the first step of the SSDT algorithm is to quickly
get an appropriate α as detailed below, instead of multiple iter-
ations. Next, with the fixed α, problem (P2) is approximately
transformed into the following form

(P3) min
pr
n,l,k,p

i
n,l,k

psum=
N∑
n=1

βn
L∑
l=1

K∑
k=1

((
trn,l,kp

r
n,l,k

)2
+
(
tin,l,kp

i
n,l,k

)2)
s.t. C2 : (αẏcrl,k − ẏrl,k)

2 = 0,∀k ∈ K,∀l ∈ L,
C3 : (αẏcil,k − ẏil,k)

2 = 0,∀k ∈ K,∀l ∈ L.
(13)

Problem (P3) is a weighted sum-power minimization prob-
lem. βn is a ratio factor to balance transmission power of
each user. Constrains C2 and C3 aim to guarantee that the

objective function d2 of problem (P2) is minimized. Although
the transformed problem (P3) is not exactly equivalent to
problem (P2), it can approach the performance of problem
(P2), which will be exhibited in Sec. V.

Problem (P3) can be dealt with by the Lagrangian dual
method. The Lagrangian function is given by

L(prn,l,k, p
i
n,l,k, λl,k, µl,k)

= psum + λl,k(αẏ
cr
l,k − ẏrl,k) + µl,k(αẏ

ci
l,k − ẏil,k)

(14)

where λl,k and µl,k are the Lagrangian multipliers associated
with the constrains C2 and C3, respectively. We derive partial
derivatives of the Lagrangian function on variables. By solving
simultaneous equations ∂L

∂pr
n,l,k

= 0, ∂L
∂pi

n,l,k

= 0, ∂L
∂λl,k

= 0,

and ∂L
∂µl,k

= 0, the power allocation results are expressed as

prn,l,k = −
α(λl,kh

r
n,l,k + µl,kh

i
n,l,k)

2βntrn,l,k
, (15)

pin,l,k =
α(λl,kh

i
n,l,k − µl,kh

r
n,l,k)

2βntin,l,k
, (16)

where
λl,k=

−2
∑N

n=1 trn,l,k

α2
N∑

n=1

(hr
n,l,k)

2
+(hi

n,l,k)
2

βn

, µl,k=
−2

∑N
n=1 tin,l,k

α2
N∑

n=1

(hr
n,l,k)

2
+(hi

n,l,k)
2

βn

.

According to (15) and (16), βn = 1/
√
Pn is defined to

approximately meet the proportion of each user’s power limit.
We calculate the transmission power of each user’s each
symbol pn,l =

∑K
k=1

(
(trn,l,kp

r
n,l,k)

2+(tin,l,kp
i
n,l,k)

2
)

based on
(15)-(16), and then make each pn,l reach the maximum power
Pn to obtain the corresponding αn,l derived as

αn,l=

√√√√√√√√√
K∑

k=1

((
hr
n,l,k

)2
+
(
hi
n,l,k

)2)((N∑
n=1

trn,l,k

)2

+

(
N∑
n=1

tin,l,k

)2
)

KPn (βn)
2

(
N∑

n=1

(hr
n,l,k)

2
+(hi

n,l,k)
2

βn

)2 .

(17)
α=max{α1,1, · · ·, αn,l, · · ·, αN,L} is determined to make all
pn,l satisfy their own power constraints. The complexity of
calculating αn,l and finding the maximum α of the unordered
array αn,l is O (2NL). The complexity of the derived analyt-
ical solutions is O (2NLK+2LK). Thus the complexity of
SSDT algorithm is analyzed as O (2L(NK+K+N)), which
is significantly lower than the complexity of problem (P2).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, simulation results are exhibited to demon-
strate the performance of the proposed framework. The sim-
ulation parameters and experimental settings are as follows:
N non-orthogonal users perform image transmission based on
K = 64 subcarriers. Cifar-10 dataset is employed for demon-
stration. The Adam is employed to perform backpropagation
with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.99 during the training process, which
takes 450 epochs, including 200 epochs with a learning rate
of 5e-4 and 250 epochs with a learning rate of 5e-6. The
above training parameters are employed on both the proposed
framework and the CF-train scheme. The performance of CF-
train shown below is trained under variance of Rayleigh fading
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P1

σ2
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dB.
Fig. 3 shows the mean PSNR performance and optimized

power factor α among different schemes as SNR1 increases
under variance of Rayleigh fading σ2

f = 3 dB and N = 2.
Both the proposed SSDT algorithm and iterative algorithm
based on the proposed CT-SemCom framework outperform the
conventional CF-train scheme w.r.t. PSNR, where the SSDT
algorithm exceeds the CF-train scheme 1.7 – 6.9 dB for
different SNR1. It illustrates that the proposed CT-SemCom
framework achieves good transfer from AWGN channels to
Rayleigh fading channels. Besides, the factor α obtained by the
SSDT algorithm is larger than the iterative algorithm, which
echoes that the smaller α is, the better PSNR is achieved.
Moreover, the average runtime of SSDT algorithm and the
iteraive algorithm is 0.0021 s and 11.7776 s, respectively. The
PSNR of the proposed SSDT algorithm only degrades 1.40%
with a large degree of complexity reduction.

Fig. 4 illustrates PSNR performance of different number of
non-orthogonal users as variances of Rayleigh fading channels

σ2
f changes under SNR1 = 5 dB. The SSDT algorithm

based on the proposed CT-SemCom framework outperforms
the CF-train scheme by 4.2 – 7.3 dB in PSNR among different
variances when N = 2. The PSNR decreases as the number of
non-orthogonal users increases, due to the increased difficulty
in decoding superposition signals. Moreover, the PSNR of the
CF-train scheme becomes worse as the variances σ2

f changes.
However, the PSNR of the proposed SSDT algorithm and
iterative algorithm maintain stable, which illustrates that the
transfer from AWGN channels to Rayleigh fading channels
with different statistical characteristics is realized and the
proposed framework achieves excellent channel transferability.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this letter, a novel CT-SemCom framework is proposed
to eliminate the excessive training on different channels. Inte-
grated with the multi-user OFDM-NOMA systems, a semantic
transmission-oriented power allocation problem is solved to
realize the transfer from AWGN channels to fading channels.
The SSDT algorithm is proposed, which significantly reduces
the computational complexity with only slight performance
drops. Simulation results verify the superiority of the pro-
posed framework, which not only achieves good channel
transferability performance from AWGN channels to different
Rayleigh fading channels, but also significantly outperforms
the conventional training scheme.
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